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At present, Diversity Management plays an important role in the organization. Diversity in the workforce can be

a competitive advantage because different viewpoints can facilitate unique and creative approaches to product

development, problem-solving, and innovation. For Thailand, diversity is quite new. Many organizations overlook

the importance of this issue as the hotel business is one of the key businesses in the tourism industry and consid-

ers a labor-intensive business that the co-existence of employees from various social-cultural backgrounds. The

purposes of this research were 1) to identify major sources of diversity in the hotel business in Bangkok and 2) to

examine the diversity management practices of hotels in Bangkok. This study used a qualitative approach. Semi-

structured interviewswere used to collect data fromkey informants. For data analysis, a coding analysis technique

was used. Relationships among codes and themes were then examined. The results showed all ten workforce

diversity issues were encountered in hotel business in Bangkok. The challenge issues in diversity management

were including marital status/family structure, educational level, cultural/value difference and experience. In-

terestingly, none of the diversity practice that initiate from the corporate strategic plan or diversity policy were

implemented in the sample hotels. Four diversity initiatives were mentioned to use as a tool to manage diversify

workforce; training and development, recruitment and selection, labor relation and employee relations, and cor-

porate culture. The suggestions tomanageworkforce diversity are 1) bringing diversity to be a part of the strategy

to lead the organization to success 2) formulating a range of HRM diversity initiative activities to support man-

agement strategy and 3) improving communication within organization for better understanding and acceptant

of individual differences.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

When employees in the organization work together, one

thing that is inevitable is diversity, which could be in many

areas including gender, age, education, ethnicity, culture,

language, people with disabilities, minorities and experi-

ences, etc. The workforce diversity emerged mainly to fur-

ther the availability equal opportunities in the workplace

.This equal opportunity philosophy is aimed at ensuring

that the organizations make the most out of the differences

from a diverse workforce (Bryan, 1999; Rijal, 2016). The

diversity shapes each person's thinking process which re-

sulted into different actions or behaviors. Diversity Man-

agement is something that organizations have long been

aware of for a long time. Diversity has been incorporated

into corporate policy. For a successful global organization,

diversity is more than just words, it is something to man-

age? Because diversity is a powerful tool that will create

a competitive advantage with other organizations. Many

business leaders are now beginning to believe that diver-

sity has important bottom-line beneits. Diversity in the

workforce canbe a competitive advantage because different

viewpoints can facilitate unique and creative approaches to

problem-solving, thereby increasing creativity and innova-

tion which in turn, leads to better organizational perfor-

mance (R. Allen, Dawson,Wheatley, &White, 2004; Brunow

& Nijkamp, 2018; Nordin & Mokhtar, 2015). Diversity re-

quires a type of organizational culture in which each em-

ployee can pursue his or her career aspirations without be-
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ing inhibited by gender, race, nationality, religion, or other

factors that are irrelevant to performance (Bryan, 1999).

Diversitymanagement as amanagement concept has hardly

been heard of by most people in developing contries such

as China, Indian (Lee & Saini, 2012) and Thailand. For Thai-

land, the topic of diversity is quite new and many organiza-

tions overlook the important of this issue. As hotel business

is one of a key business in the tourism industry and con-

siders as labor intensive business which the co-existence of

employees from various social-cultural backgrounds, such

as age, race, religion, occupation, identity, gender identity,

habitat, life style and other perceptual differences occur. In

searching of academic research, there were limited studies

available on diversity and diversity management in service

industry inThailand. This study ills this gap throughaqual-

itative approach in order to identify major sources of diver-

sity in hotel business in Bangkok and to examine diversity

management practices that have been adopted in hotels in

Bangkok.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Diversity and Diversity Issues

The difference between people has been acknowledged for

long time since Plato, one of the famousGreek philosophers,

who wrote the book called the republic that emphasized

there are no two people who are born all the same. Later

in the nineteenth century, Sir Francis Galton studied and

concluded that each person's intellect depends on hered-

ity. Besides, individual differences theory has been devel-

oped from the concept of Stimulus-Response that individu-

als have different personality, attitude, intellect and inter-

est. These differences depend on the social and cultural

conditions that stimulus and response into different com-

munication behaviors and exposure choices.

Davis, Frolova, and Callahan (2016) stated that diversity

principles have their origins in the American Civil Rights

movements of the 1960s. Most signiicant: the passing of

the Civil Rights Act in 1964 which made discrimination un-

lawful. Following the American example, equal opportunity

ideals spread to the rest of the Western world. However,

workforce diversity resonates differently across the world

due in part to geographic and historical reasons. In general

workplace diversity refers to amosaic of peoplewhobring a

variety of backgrounds styles perspectives, values and ben-

eits as assets to the groups and organizations with which

they interact (Otike, Messah, & Mwalekwa, 2010; Oetomo,

Satrio, & Lestariningsih, 2016). The diversity of individuals

is divided into two main dimensions; primary dimensions

and secondary dimensions. Primary dimensions mean per-

son’s condition that has come to birth and affects the entire

life including gender, ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, and

physical ability, while secondary dimensions, person’s con-

dition that could change throughout their life, comprises of

education, beliefs/religious, military status, geographic lo-

cation, income, work background, parental status and mar-

ital status (Daft, Murphy, & Willmott, 2010; Purnamasari

& Fitdiarini, 2016). According to Shen, Chanda, D'netto,

andMonga (2009), gender inequality is the oldest andmost

common diversity issue worldwide. However, the predomi-

nant diversity issues in each country are different. In order

to understand the diversity factors in various aspects. Nine

academic articleswere reviewed as a guideline to this study.

Tenworkplace diversity issueswere discovered as shown in

Table 1.

TABLE 1. Workplace diversity issues

Workplace Diversity Issues Academic Articles

Gender/Sexual Orientation Agrawal (2012), Davis et al. (2016), Durbin, Lovell, and Winters (2008), Friday and Friday (2003), Lee

and Saini (2012), Njeru, Stephen, andWambui (2013), Noknoi, Ngowsiri, and Boripunt (2009), Otike et al.

(2010), Williams (1983)

Age Agrawal (2012), R. S. Allen, Dawson, Wheatley, andWhite (2007), Davis et al. (2016), Durbin et al. (2008),

Friday and Friday (2003), Lee and Saini (2012), Njeru et al. (2013), Otike et al. (2010)

Race Nationality and Ethnic background Agrawal (2012), R. S. Allen et al. (2007), Davis et al. (2016), Durbin et al. (2008), Friday and Friday (2003),

Maxwell (2004), Njeru et al. (2013), Williams (1983)

Culture/Value Agrawal (2012), Njeru et al. (2013), Otike et al. (2010), Williams (1983)

Religion Agrawal (2012), R. S. Allen et al. (2007), Davis et al. (2016), Friday and Friday (2003)

Education Level Agrawal (2012), Njeru et al. (2013), Williams (1983)

Physical ability Agrawal (2012), Davis et al. (2016), Durbin et al. (2008),Otike et al. (2010), Williams (1983)

Organizational characteristic Lee and Saini (2012), Williams (1983)

Marital Status and Family Structure Agrawal (2012), Davis et al. (2016), Otike et al. (2010)

Experience Durbin et al. (2008), Friday and Friday (2003), Lee and Saini (2012), Njeru et al. (2013)
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Diversity Management

Diversity of individuals has an impact on human resource

management because organization is a place that combines

diverse people in different dimensions in which brings ad-

vantages and disadvantages in today's world. These diver-

sities will affect performance, motivation, success, innova-

tion creativity and the interaction of people in the organi-

zation which have direct effect on organizational perfor-

mance. Therefore, creating an atmosphere and corporate

culture that allows people to show their talent and themax-

imum potential is vital. The concept of managing diver-

sity originates from the US as an HR intervention in the

mid-1980s. Diversity practices in the area of human re-

source management were developed to manage diversity

effectively. Past studies suggested three dimensions frame-

work of managing diversity consisted of organizational in-

puts, organizational outcomes and organizational culture

(Maxwell, 2004; Na Ayutthaya, Tuntivivat, & Prasertsin,

2016). Besides using of HRM practices and HR diversity

policies were also recommended to manage diverse work

groups including recruitment and selection, training and

development, performance appraisal and pay (Shen et al.,

2009).

Besides, openness in superior-subordinate communication

was proposed as one of a solution to attain a more satis-

ied andmotivate diverse workforce (Mahdieh, 2015; Sadri

& Tran, 2002). Managing Personal Growth process (MPG)

was used to facilitate discussion on employees’ job satisfac-

tion and career development which company can also ben-

eit for improvement in the problematic situation.

Recently, Blancero, Mouriño-Ruiz, and Padilla (2018)

suggested ideas of enculturation-acculturation experience

management to workforce. Acculturation views as the

adoption of and adaption to new cultural patterns that oc-

cur when different cultural, ethnic, or racial groups come

into contact with each other while enculturation is cen-

tered on the maintenance of one’s own culture as a result

of this cross cultural contact or independent of it (Quintana

& Scull, 2009). Moreover, embracing a bicultural identity

may be a key success in diversity management.

METHODOLOGY

This study used qualitative approach. This approach al-

lowed researcher to explore in details, relective informa-

tion and capture a holistic phenomenon. Semi-structure in-

terview technique was used to collect data from ive hotels

in which were selected through purposive sampling pro-

cess. The medium-sized hotels and large-sized hotels were

targeted due to tendency to have more diverse employee

population with formal HR policy and function compared

with small organizations (Lee & Saini, 2012). In selecting

hotel business, researcher considered the varieties of hotel

in term of ownership, management, size, and hotel brand. A

total of ive diverse hotels were chosen as following;

Hotel A is the medium-sized hotel with 79 rooms available

and considers as 4 stars hotel. It is located in the down-

town business area of Bangkok with boutique modern dec-

oration. Hotel A is single unit property not afiliated with

any brand and employs 95 Thai employees without expa-

triate and employee with disability.

Hotel B is the medium-sized hotel with 90 rooms available

and considers as 5 stars hotel knownas Small LuxuryHotels

of theWorld. It is located on Sukhumvit road, one of impor-

tant business district in Bangkok. There are ive properties

owned by the hotel owner with total 440 employees. Hu-

man resource manager has responsibility to manage all 5

properties as centralized system. Focusing onHotel B, there

are about 220 Thai employees without expatriate and em-

ployee with disability.

Hotel C is the medium-sized boutique hotel with 68 rooms

available and considers as 4 stars hotel which located at

Khet Phra Nakhon district. Hotel C operates under hotel

brand owned by Singapore Hospitality Company. There are

many hotel operated under this brand around Asia Paciic

including Thailand, Laos, Australia, NewZealand and Singa-

pore. There are 68 Thai employees without expatriate and

employee with disability in hotel C.

Hotel D is a large-sized ive star luxury hotel owned in part

and managed by the largest leading global lodging com-

pany. The hotel was oficially opened in 2012 and awarded

the best design hotel worldwide in 2015. Hotel D features

40 guestrooms with 34 suites, and employs 430 employees

with about 5 expatriates and1employeewithdisability. Ho-

tel D has a unique service culture as a lifestyle brand that

markets toward younger and trendier crowds. Hotel E is a

large-sized ive star luxury hotel with 345 rooms and suites,

located in the heart of downtown Sukhumvit area. It is op-

erated under hotel brand owned by multinational hospital-

ity company. There are 455 employees with about 20 expa-

triates and 4 disable employees. The concept of the hotel

brand is a modern luxury hotel blending with artfully.

In selecting informants, themanagement position in human

resource department was chosen for an interview because

this department was considered as the backbone of the or-

ganization which responsible to implement HR practices

and ensures employee satisfaction within the organization.

Their perception on issues related to workplace diversity

and diversity management is a barometer in assessing the
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diversity management climate of the organization (Lee &

Saini, 2012). Researchers have protected the rights of in-

formants by concealed the name of the hotels and intervie-

wees. The face to face interviews were conducted at inter-

viewee’s ofice and lasted generally about 60 minutes. We

conducted the interview between August-September 2015.

Total 5 informants, two of them are HRmanager and HR di-

rector. Only one informant is coaching manager that also in

charge of HR functions with training and development ar-

eas. All informants were asked about their opinion about

the issues in hotel diverse workforce based upon ten work-

place diversity factors. Moreover, the information about

their experience in managing a diverse work groups, the

challenges of managing workplace diversity were inquired.

For data analysis, transcripts of each conversation are ver-

batim in order to get the full details. Coding analysis tech-

nique was used, with broad open coding categories limited

to the ten workplace diversity issues and human resources

practices. Triangulation through multiple analysts was em-

ployed to conduct the analysis. Relationships among codes

and themes were then examined.

The other issue which researcher considers and had been

one of the most widely discussed about the optimal num-

ber of interview. There is a guideline for determining the

number of interviews by the way of data saturation or the

point in time when responses no longer reveal ‘fresh in-

sights’. On this basis, the researcher considers that a suf-

icient number of interviews have been conducted when no

new themes or stark variations in interviewees’ responses

are coming to light. In order to achieve validity and relia-

bility of a research, multiple sources of data were collected.

Group members share some similar relevant characteris-

tics (e.g., gender, age range, educational level). Moreover,

the hotelswere chosen from the different types of afiliation

and ownership, as well as the size of the hotels range from

less than 60 rooms to more than 450 rooms. The triangula-

tion design produced rich productive data that resulted in a

validation of results and facilitated and holistic interpreta-

tion and understanding of the difference. The use of trian-

gulation is able to minimize the researcher’s personal bias

and strengthen the validity of indings (Chuang, Church, &

Zikic, 2004).

FINDINGS

In this section, researcher revealed the indings based on

the emerging themes from the data analysis. There are two

mainparts to be disclosed; Part I Perceived sources of diver-

sity issues and challenges and Part II Diversitymanagement

practices.

Part 1: Perceived Sources ofDiversity andChallenges in

Hotel Business in Bangkok

Among ten workplace diversity issues that were commonly

found, unsurprisingly that all tenworkforce diversity issues

encountered in hotel business. However, there are ive is-

sues that were mentioned as challenges in term hotel sec-

tor includingmarital status and family structure, age differ-

ence, level of education and institution, cultural and value

difference and work experience.

Marital Status and Family Structure

All informants mentioned that married employees usually

have a higher responsibility than the single employees.

Sometimes familymatter affects theirwork schedule. All in-

formants agreed that it is the hotel policy not to select can-

didate who married to existing employee. However, if em-

ployees fall in love and married while they are working in

the hotel, human resource department need to make sure

that husband and wife are not working at the same depart-

ment or having conlict of interest:

“Having husband andwifeworking in the samehotel is chal-

lenge because sometimes they have to do the family mat-

ters together, for example when wife having baby, husband

needs days off to take care of them. When the husband is

sick, wife will be absent somehow. These will affect the de-

partment operation in term of workforce and co-worker re-

lationship”(HR manager, Hotel B).

“Hotel policy does not allow same family members to work

together, especially husband and wife, in order to prevent

fraud aswell as to prevent the double resignation. This kind

of problem happen before in the hotel that the wife having

problems with the supervisor or coworker, at the end both

of them decided to quit the job without notice at the same

time. This problem affected the hotel service standard due

to the lack of manpower and caused the problem on hotel’s

proitability" (HR manager, Hotel C) Age difference. Four

out of ive informants pointed out that generation gap is the

common thing happening in the business nowadays. Gen-

eration gap among Baby Boomer, Generation X and Gener-

ation Y typically happened in medium-large company. Be-

sides, having department heads that younger than subordi-

nates is normal and does not have a serious impact on cor-

porate performance because performance appraisal system

often based on individual performance over seniority.

“Having younger department heads than subordinates may

cause minor problems. Therefore, before being promoted

as the head of the department, that person needed to be ac-

cepted by other employees. The communication is the key

to this problem. Employees must understand the reasons
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for being selected and not selected to that position" (Coach-

ing Manager, Hotel D).

“Younger workers are more likely to quit than older work-

ers because the new generation is bored easily and tend to

like challenging job. However, having 3 generations at the

workplace is not bad at all, if you can manage and make

them understand each other and support each other”(Hu-

man Resource Director, Hotel E).

Level of Education and Institution

Informants from both medium and large hotel (A, C and E)

stated that these diversity issues occurred in their prop-

erties and somehow caused problem among hotel employ-

ees, especially in the back of the house. Housekeeping,

kitchen and food and beverage department were pointed

out as departments that have diverse workforce in term of

educational differences. While, human resources, sale and

marketing, and front ofice department seem not to have

this problem, due to the minimum requirement of the job

speciication. Moreover, informants clariied about the di-

verse workforce challenges not only happened within de-

partment, but also among departments, for example front

ofice agents and housekeeping ofices. Based on the job

description of these two positions, the requirement of En-

glish language skills and educational degree are difference.

Therefore sometimes there were conlicts due to the lack

of language skills. Surprisingly, the name of institution was

considered as the issue that makes them feels difference.

“The diversity issue concerning about education usually

happened in the back of the house. Because most of the

employees in these departments have bachelor degree, if

a department head/supervisor does not have a bachelor's

degree, they might doubt about their ability” (Human Re-

source Manager, Hotel C).

“Some employees are grouped together sorting by their in-

stitution. Often, we found that employees who graduated

from well-known universities will act more superior than

others” (Human Resource Director, Hotel E).

Cultural and value difference. In term of culture difference,

informant from hotel D and E which are multinational com-

pany and employed number of expatriates said that having

diverse nationalities in the hotel is the hotel competitive

advantage. Exchanging cultural among employees can in-

crease their cross-cultural understanding. However, there

are some challenges for the business on the languages that

somehow can be misinterpreted or dificult to understand

across languages and culture. Moreover, cultural values on

work values between Thai and Westerner are quite differ-

ent and need to be readjusted.

“Even though our General Manager is Thai, but he grew up

abroad and lived there for long time. I could say that he is

more likely a Westerner than Thai. He feels that Thai peo-

ple are inactive. He will try to push and encourage staffs all

the time. He meant well to the operation for example the

guest complaint that the service in the restaurant was quite

slow. The GM will confront this matter direct to the man-

ager and staffs in the restaurant. Some staffs understand

that he meant well, but other staffs felt that quite impolite ”

(HR manager, Hotel C).

“Someof our executives are new toThailand. They don’t un-

derstandour culture for example as foreigners they feel that

Thai people are Sabai Sabai (easy going), not so productiv-

ity and goal oriented. They don’t understandwhy some em-

ployees don’t go home after work hours. After they stayed

for a while, they started to understand that Thai culture to

help each other, if friends don’t inish their work on time,

other tends to stay and help inishing the tasks ”(Coaching

manager, Hotel D).

Moreover, informant B mentioned that culture differences

not only come from variety nationality employees, but also

come from Thai employees who come from different re-

gions. “Our employees come from different provinces and

regions; therefore, it’s unavoidable to have conlicts” (Hu-

man Resource Manager, Hotel B).

Year of work experience. Employees with work experience

are one of organizational key success because there are

many beneits for example developing employability skills,

knowledge about work, and attitude toward the service ca-

reer. However, there is a challenge in case that employee

has prior experience fromother hotels and adheres to those

memories.

“Some employees with experience when they irst started

working in this hotel, they were conident in their skills on

that speciic task. They sometimes might think that they

work better than current employees. In facts, whenever

they enter into the new organization, they need to adjust

themselves to the culture and service standard” (HumanRe-

source Director, Hotel A) .

“New employees tend to compare their welfare, beneit and

compensation with their previous job. Once they found out

about the lower beneit they got, they will spread out these

issues that could cause misunderstanding and bad image

about the hotel” (HR manager, Hotel C).

Gender, Race, Ethnic, Physical Ability, Organizational

Characteristic and Religion Differences

These diversify issues are common things that happen in

Hotel. Having transgender employees working in hotel
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business seem to be normal with about one third of the

employees in the hotel. Based on Hofstede’s Cultural Di-

mension Theory, Thais considers having traits of feminin-

ity which stress sexuality equality, caring and nurturing be-

haviors. Moreover, Ministry of Labour has established the

Rehabilitation of Legislative Victorian Government (1991)

which actively supports the disabled by imposing duties on

employers in relation to the employment practices. Accord-

ing to the act, both public and private organizations with

more than 100 employees are mandated to hire persons

with disabilities in the ratio of one disabled person to every

one hundred regular employees (1:100). Employers and

business owners complyingwith their duties are entitled to

tax relief as prescribed by law. In special cases, where the

organization’s workforce consists of 60% or more disabled

employees (employed for more than six months in the is-

cal year), a total tax exemption can be claimed. (Royal Thai

Government Gazette, 1991) Therefore, for hotels withmore

than one hundred employees usually employ disabled em-

ployees. As for other diversity sources; race, ethnic, religion

and organization characteristic, these issues typically occur

in hotel business in Bangkok, however it not considers as

dificulty or dilemma for organization. We don’t have any

problem regarding to religion and gender. We respect indi-

vidual believe and we try to support their daily life routine,

for example every day, we have vegetarian and halal food

menu” (HR manager, Hotel C).

“No discrimination is one of our brand philosophies. We

employed 4 disable employees in our hotel and treat them

as normal employees. Also, we believe that differences

makebetter outcomes” (HumanResourceDirector, Hotel E).

Part 2 Diversity Management Practice within Hotel In-

dustry in Bangkok, Thailand

In order to examine diversity management practices that

have been adopted in Hotel in Bangkok, coding analysis

technique was used to subdivide the data and categorize in

to themes. Surprisingly, none of the diversity practice that

initiate from the corporate strategic plan or diversity policy

was implemented in the sample hotels. All sample hotels in-

cluding independent, national and international chain ho-

tels apply existing human resources practices with the ac-

tivities on diversity initiatives. There are four diversity ini-

tiatives that were mentioned to use as a tool to manage di-

versify workforce; training and development, labour rela-

tion and employee relation activities, recruitment and se-

lection and corporate culture.

Training and Development

Every informant mentioned about using training as a tool

to communicate about diverse workforce and to reine and

accept individual differences. There are levels of training

separating into management training and skills training

which each level have different extent of training programs

for example language training, cross cultural training and

management training. In the global brand hotels, corporate

culture training is a crucial because these courses will de-

velop and reinforce employees to have the shared value,

attitudes, standards and beliefs that affect an organiza-

tional performance. Besides, third language training helps

reduce the miscommunication problem among Thai em-

ployees and expatriates. As for the potential employees to

promote to supervisor and management level, training on

supervisory skills andmanagement skillswill enhance their

ability to communicate, coach, deal with dificulty situation

and others. Therefore, diversity training appears likely to

continue as an important activity and beneit to organiza-

tion development (Bendick Jr, Egan, & Lohjelm, 2001).

“Even though our GM is Thai, but he could not speak much

of Thai language. The Thai language training course helped

him to be able to communicate with all staffs starting from

the basic every day vocabulary to more complex sentences

in which can reduce the miscommunication problem” (HR

manager, Hotel C).

“Cross cultural training is very important for our brand be-

cause we are the global company that employed more than

100K employees worldwide. Therefore, the head ofice fo-

cuses on this issue in order to make smooth and eficient

workforce mobility. In case that our employees here have

to relocate, they will be able to adjust themselves into other

culture easily” (Coaching manager, Hotel D) .

Team building activity was also mentioned from all infor-

mants as a tool to encourage collaboration and teamwork as

well as help employee to communicate and work better to-

gether. Team building also allows employees from different

departments of the hotel to get to know each other, and it

opens the doors for friendships and break down inequality.

Besides, other relationship building activities were brought

up during interview. Staff party is one activity that gen-

erally occurs in hotel business. It is the event to gather

employees, showing appreciation and celebrating the suc-

cess. Sport day, department party, and department outing

were revealed as additional activity to build up unity, com-

mitment and trust.
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“When starting the hotel business, all employees joined the

team building activity because we want every one of them

to get to know each other in order to work and collaborate

well. Right now, we cannot take all employees to go outside

the property at once, so we have to split into groups and

rotate each group to attend team building activity. Base on

our statistical record, we found that teambuilding activities

can reduce diversity problem in the hotel because it boost

up the employeeengagement, employee relations and trust”

(Human Resource Director, Hotel A) .

“Outing and staff party are regular event that happen in our

hotel. These activities can build employee engagement and

unity because employees have change to share ideas about

these events. They have fun with these events you will see

they started tominglewith otherwho are fromdifferent de-

partment or even fromdifferent job level” (HRmanager, Ho-

tel C).

Labor Relation and Employee Relation

Healthywork environment canmotivate employees towork

happily. Employee feedback is one of a great way to com-

municate critique, comment and suggest about issues hap-

pening in organization. In term of diverse workforce, infor-

mants claimed that having multi-sources of feedback chan-

nel could reduce the problem occurred from individual dif-

ference. Considering based upon the organizational behav-

ior levels, starting from organizational level the yearly em-

ployee survey has been used as feedbackmechanism. Infor-

mants from international brand hotel agreed that they ap-

ply online survey by third party Company that will generate

and conclude results to the regional head ofice. The inal

results will be sent to property to analyze and execute the

guidelines and procedure to that matter. Comment box is

also used as channel to communicate, however not much of

the feedback come from this mean.

“Every year, employees need to ill up the online opinion

survey. The results will be sent to headquarter in Singapore

for the evaluation and then, relay back to ofice in Bangkok

to translate report back to Thai language. The inal report

will be sent to our property later” (HR manager, Hotel C).

“Human resource department is very welcome for sugges-

tion and troubles happening with all employees. We try to

build positive and friendly work environment that employ-

ees can directly talk to any HR staff or drop any suggestion

in the comment box in front of our department” (HumanRe-

source Director, Hotel A) .

Moreover, informants stated that welfare committee is an-

other effective feedback mechanism. According to Labor

Protection Act deined in Section 96, the employer's busi-

ness establishment that has employed 50 people needs to

provide welfare committee in place operations in order to

promote bilateral system to discuss between employee and

employer regarding welfare support. The committee com-

prises of selected employee representatives from various

departments and could be fromanyposition level. The com-

mittee will havemonthly meeting discussing about develop

welfare model required by law and beyond the law, sup-

port and promote actions, and hear information from em-

ployee’s commentary or suggestions.

Another communication activity that four informants men-

tioned is meeting with general manager. Informants

claimed that an informal meeting with board can foster un-

derstanding and improve communication and give employ-

ees the opportunity to interactwith GM. Several forms of in-

formal meeting were conducted within national and inter-

national chain hotel such as Lunch with GM, GM Early bird,

Town hall meeting and associate meeting. Having employ-

ees meet with executive staff in informal surroundings has

plenty of beneicial because these face to face, twoway com-

munication sessions give opportunity for both employee

and employer to communicate and give feedback directly.

“GM lunch and GM Early bird activities are pre-arrange in-

formal sessions to allow employees at all level to have a

change to talk, discuss and even complaint to the GM. These

activities are our brand requirement to ill the gap between

executives and employees. I remember one employee com-

plaint about inequality about hotel parking space that only

allow free parking for management level. This issue had

been discussed over the executive board, at the end even

though hotel could not provide parking space for all em-

ployees. The inal decision has been broadcasted to all em-

ployees in order to clarify reasons andbetter understanding

(Human Resource Director, Hotel E) .

As for team and individual level, different type of diversity

can have both positive and negative impact on team perfor-

mance. Employee relations become key success in manag-

ing diversework team because effective employee relations

could assist communication between employees and super-

visors, and provide counsel and advice regarding diversity

related inquiries. Supervisor or manager as team leader

have responsibilities to support manage and develop team

member and build relationship internally. Informants re-

viewed that providing supervisory trainingprogramthat in-

clude leadership development, problem solving technique

and cross cultural communication could helpworking effec-

tively across differences.

“Our hotel have Good and Gift Committee which respon-

sible to look after employee’s welfare and beneit. After
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eachmonthly meeting, human resource department as part

of the committee has to submit the meeting report to the

board of directors meeting” (Human Resource Director, Ho-

tel A).

“We launched hotel employee experience application on the

smart phone’s applications, employees require to install

this to their phone in order to provide suggestion, com-

ment, and complain. These feedbacks will be discussed

over the welfare committee meeting. We used to deal with

cases about complaining on canteen space and establish-

ment of employee itness center. Due to the hotel structure,

the area of our property is quite compact with about 1 Rai

(0.39 Acre). Expanding areas in property is very dificult

and requires investment fund. Therefore, our boards agree

to provide itness membership card to employees to attend

nearby itness center” (HR manager, Hotel C).

Recruitment and Selection

According to labour protection act B.E. 2541 section 15, an

employer shall treat male and female employees equally in

employment unless the description or nature of work pre-

vents such treatment. As the result, hotel recruitment and

selection policy is to ensure that recruitment and selection

decisions are based on the ability of the applicant to meet

the requirement of the job description and speciication of

relevant position. Also, the policy is intended to make sure

that all applicants will be treated fairly. All informants sug-

gested that in selection process, the organizations looked

for the right people in term of positive attitude over the ed-

ucational level or institution. Moreover evidence continues

to suggest that in single unit property, national and inter-

national chain hotels often believe that they can easily train

people for skills but quite dificult to change their attitude.

Selecting right people in termof positive attitude can reduce

conlict that might happen from diverse workforce.

“In selection process, the selected candidates will be cho-

sen base upon general requirements of position. The inal

round of the selection usually based upon their attitude. In-

dividual attitude is very hard to change or even hard to re-

ine. We believe that positive attitude can reduce work con-

lict andmakeanorganization successful ”(HRmanager, Ho-

tel C).

“In order to solve problem occur from diversity, you have

to focus on the source of the problem, which is “Employee”.

Therefore, in selection process, you have to choose the can-

didatewith positive attitude, optimistic, and having his/her

goal that align with the organization direction. So that,

when they start workingwith hotel, less troublewould turn

out”(Human Resource Director, Hotel E).

Organizational Culture

Organizational culture is a characteristic of an organiza-

tion which is rooted in the values, belief and assumptions

held by organizational members. Chuang et al. (2004) de-

ined organizational culture as the pattern of shared value

whichmaintain as a bounded unit and provide it with a dis-

tinct identity as well as shaped diverse group functioning.

Culture of unity was mentioned from informants as an ap-

proach to reduce dissimilar individuals or groups. Culture

of respect and trust was also afirmed from informants as

the way to demonstrate acceptance of differences. Lastly,

building culture of belonging that value each individual and

their contribution to the organizational goals is one of the

most important compositions to manage diversity. Creat-

ing appropriate corporate culture could relect patterns of

beliefs and values among employees to understand and re-

spond to coworkers who are different from them.

“We value culture of unity because this culture shapes up all

ive properties employees to be as one. Besides, the sense

of belonging is another key issue tomake acceptance among

employees or team. Once they feel that they belong to the

hotel, the performance and the loyalty level will go upward

”(Human Resource Manager, Hotel B).

“Our hotel characteristic is quite unique and different from

other luxury hotel. Our customer target groups are young

chic and trendy, therefore our culture is respect for individ-

uality. We accept the fact that they are individual and re-

spect them for it” (Coaching manager, Hotel D).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Diverseworkplace nowadays seems to be typical thing hap-

pening in organization, especiallymedium-large sized com-

pany. The predominant diversity issues in each country are

different (Shen et al., 2009). For hotel industry in Bangkok,

Thailand, results found several aspects of diversity sources

including gender, age, race, cultural/value, religion, educa-

tion, physical ability, family status, experience and organi-

zational characteristic. However, there are ive issues that

werementionedas challenges in termhotel sector including

marital status and family structure, age difference, level of

education and institution, cultural and value difference and

work experience. Similarly to Chinese workforce, cultural

differenceswere developed into challenges fromboth expa-

triates and local employee (Lee & Saini, 2012). While other

countries faced gender inequality which is the most com-

mon diversity issue worldwide, hotel industry in Bangkok

was somehow different. The level of acceptance on individ-

ual sexual orientation is high, so that the ratio of male, fe-

male and transgender hotel employee is about the same. As
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diversity in workplace is essential to business growth, cre-

ativity and innovation, diversity management has become

hot issue for organizations nowadays. The results demon-

strated diversity practices involved in hotel industry includ-

ing training and development, labour relation, recruitment

and selection, and organizational culture. In order to im-

plementing these practices effectively, the bottom line of ef-

icient communication and acculturation require to be rec-

ognized and appreciated. Surprisingly, none of the diver-

sity practices initiating from the corporate strategic plan

or diversity policy. All sample hotels including indepen-

dent, national and international chain hotels applied exist-

ing human resources practices with the activities on diver-

sity initiativeswhich comply to Shen et al. (2009) reviewing

that HRM functions have considerable overlap with diver-

sitymanagement since both approaches hinges on strategic

thinking and people centered policies. Four diversity initia-

tives were mentioned to use as a tool to manage diversify

workforce; training and development, recruitment and se-

lection, labor relation and employee relations, and corpo-

rate culture. Considering based upon the organizational be-

havior levels, starting from organizational level, organiza-

tional culture, recruitment and selection policy, employee

survey, comment box and welfare committee can be used

as effective tools to value and harness workforce differ-

ences. As for teamand individual level, differentHRM initia-

tives can be applied such as team building activity, training

courses, staff party and associate meeting. Relecting the

results above, the strategic level require to acknowledging,

valuing and managing workforce diversity. A management

philosophy that recognizes diversity is critical for organiza-

tional success (Shen et al., 2009).

Implications & Limitations

Based on results the suggestions to manage workforce di-

versity are 1) bringing diversity to be a part of the strategy

to lead the organization to success 2) formulating a range of

HRM diversity initiative activities to support management

strategy and 3) improving communication within organiza-

tion for better understanding and acceptant of individual

differences. Whilst illing research gap, this study has some

limitations. First, small sample size due to the fact that the

time limitation of the study. Another limitationwas the gen-

eralization of the study as limited to a case study. Therefore,

further study cambedone in scopeof hotel sector nationally

or other sectors. Such studywould provide bigger picture of

perceived sources of diversity and advance our understand-

ing of the diversity management.
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